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Welcome to Primary 5
Welcome to a new school year at South Morningside Primary. This booklet
aims to give you an overview of the curriculum coverage for Primary 5. We
are looking forward to working in partnership with you over the year ahead
to ensure you have a rich and varied P5 experience.

Learning and Teaching
All pupils at South Morningside deserve engaging, high quality learning opportunities. Staff will
endeavour to ensure learning is enjoyable, meaningful and relevant. Class teachers share learning
plans with the children. These provide a clear idea of what pupils need to do to achieve success and
promote a deeper understanding in their work. Importantly, we will encourage pupils to be
increasingly responsible for their own learning.

Target Setting
The class teacher will meet regularly with pupils to discuss their learning. Together they will set
targets which will help them to achieve next steps in Literacy, Maths and Health & Wellbeing.
These targets and the conversations around them will go some way to forming the reporting this
session.

School Uniform
It is our school policy that all pupils wear school uniform while attending school, or when
participating in organised events outside of school. Pupils will need shorts, a House t-shirt, jogging
bottoms and a change of shoes for PE. As we regularly use our outdoor sports area for PE, children
will need a warm layer for the colder months. Please ensure all clothing is clearly labelled.

School Equipment
We ask that pupils come to school properly equipped. The basic stationery items are; writing
pencils, coloured pencils, a sharpener, a whiteboard pen, a glue stick, a short ruler and a rubber.
These items should be stored in a named pencil case. The school will supply any other equipment
that is required for specific learning activities.

House Teams
All pupils and staff are in one of our four House Teams; Braidburn, Comiston, Hermitage and
Pentland. Pupils are awarded Gold Coins for their House for good behaviour and for demonstrating
our school values. Each term there is a whole school House Event. At these Events, children join
with their peers from other classes to work together to win more Gold Coins for their House.

Raising Concerns
If parents have any concerns about their child’s progress or wellbeing, the first point of contact
should be the class teacher. If necessary, teachers will refer concerns to a member of the Senior
Management Team.



What will your child learn in P5?

Language - Reading, Writing, Listening and Talking
In P5 children will enjoy reading novels, information texts and poetry, and use 
these as a basis for discussion. They will develop their reciprocal reading strategies 
to increase their knowledge and understanding of a variety of written texts. They 
will be given many opportunities to practise reading aloud to others and will be 
encouraged to use expression effectively.

They will be given many opportunities to speak in a variety of situations, from class talks to 
Assembly presentations. They will be encouraged to consider their audience and the purpose of 
their talk. 

Maths

In P5 children will be adding the 6x and 8x tables 
to those they know already (2x, 3x, 4x, 5x and 
10x). They will work with money and place value, 
employing number bonds confidently. They will 
learn about Maths in the world of work. There 
will be lots of opportunities to investigate, 
discover and participate in active maths to 
develop problem solving skills.

Science Specialist

Physical Education Religious and Moral Education

Ethos & Wider Life of the School
At South Morningside we are very proud of the many ways we help other people, develop 
awareness of our world and learn to be responsible citizens.

P5 will be learning about properties of
materials, changes in substances, plants
& animals, sound and Earth & Space.

They will develop the skills of 
scientific inquiry and investigation 

through using practical science 
techniques. There will be the 

opportunity to discuss and
debate science in the news

throughout the year.  

Each week, P5 will be taught P.E. by Ms Downie, 
the PE specialist. This year they will be 
developing skills in athletics, dance, rugby, club 
golf, gymnastics and swimming.

The children will also continue to develop their ability to write in a variety of genres, 
for example; stories, leaflets, posters, letters and newspaper reports. They will 
develop their use of paragraphs and will be encouraged to use more interesting 
vocabulary to engage their readers. They will be extending their writing by using 
different ways to open their sentences and by using good connectives to join two 
sentences together.

There is a lot to Maths - number, money, 
measurement, properties of 2D & 3D shape, 

time, fractions, angles, symmetry, data & 
analysis and patterns & relationships.

Through various contexts P5 will learn
about key religious figures and there will
be a short focus on Buddhism. Through
RME they will be given opportunities to
explore their own beliefs and values.

In P5, pupils will:
• demonstrate the school values - caring, consideration, cooperation and community;
• share learning with the rest of the school;
• have an opportunity to become a member of the ECO group, Health group or the Pupil Council; 
• take part in the ‘Make a Difference’ Project and contribute to improving the local community;
• celebrate Scottish Culture and the Scots language;
• contribute to House Events and help their House Team to earn Gold Coins;
• take part in fundraising events.

Discrete Subjects:  Throughout the year, pupils focus on core subjects to develop their 
skills and knowledge.  
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Interdisciplinary Learning:  

In P5, pupils will have the opportunity to:

• take part in House events and activities;

• perform in a class Assembly;

• learn and recite a Scots Poem;

• complete the swimming programme;

• participate in a variety of outdoor education opportunities;

• participate in the residential trip to Lendrick Muir;

• experience learning to play the ukulele.

A variety of topics will be 
studied using a 

combination of different 
curricular areas. Each of 
these topics will be led by 
one key curricular area, 

with links to others. 
Joining different skills and 
abilities together can lead 

to rich learning 
experiences.

Planned opportunities for Wider Achievement
As well as learning in lots of different ways to ‘make, say, write and do’, your child will
be given the opportunity to work on situations that relate to the outside world. Through
these experiences they will develop skills such as problem solving, planning and
negotiating. They will be encouraged to be responsible and creative, and to acquire a
wide range of organisational, social and interpersonal skills.



P5 pupils have homework diaries to help keep track of the homework. Class teachers will set 
homework assignments each week on a Monday and these should be completed and returned 
to school by Friday.  Parents must check and sign all homework, including the diary, the jotter 
and any other assignments.

The homework will vary from week to week but the following types of tasks will be given 
regularly:
• reading or a reading related task
• spelling
• Maths
Other homework may include:
• research related to a class topic
• personal talk
• termly home task linked to the Growth Mindset whole school focus

What else will be happening in P5?

Homework                 
Homework gives pupils the chance to practise their new learning and to discover new and
interesting information. Homework is important as it fosters independent learning and has a
positive impact on achievement.

With support and encouragement, it is easier to get into the homework habit, to take more
responsibility and to learn how to organise and manage time effectively. We value the
continued support of parents for homework activities.

Trips and Special Events
Over the year we will be going on 
educational trips related to class projects.  
Parents will be informed of these as they 
are arranged. P5 will also benefit from 
visitors to the school and whole school focus 
weeks to enhance our learning. 

P5 will get the opportunity to:
• enjoy a Christmas outing to the theatre;
• take part in a Generation Science 
Workshop;
• visit Gladstone’s Land on the Royal Mile;
• visit the Botanics;
• experience outdoor education at the P5 
residential trip to Lendrick Muir;
• and much more…

Library
P5 classes will visit the school
library once a week to borrow
books. A new book can be borrowed
each week, if the previous one has
been returned.

We look forward to a productive and 
stimulating year together.

P5A: Mrs Dargo & Mrs Harrison
P5B: Mr West
P5C: Mr Wilson

ICT 
Our classes will use ICT (laptops, iPads or 
Interactive Whiteboard) to support learning 
in a variety of exciting ways.

Drama Specialist
P5 drama will be taught by the Drama 
Specialist, Mrs Burdon, during one term. They 
will be using a wide range of dramatic skills to 
enhance and explore topics covered in the 
classroom.

1+2 Modern languages
As part of our Cluster 1+2 initiate P5 will
continue to learn French and will begin
learning German. All Modern Languages
activities are conversational in P5. We work to
incorporate simple phrases in the everyday life
of the classroom.


